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Abstract. A strategy in solving the shape from shading problem for
the shape and albedo recovery of book surfaces under the fully perspec-
tive environment is proposed. The whole recovery process is composed
of three sequential steps : preprocessing, recovery of apparent shape, and
ortho-image generation. A set of pure shade and albedo images are sep-
arated in preprocessing step. Implicit equations governing the shading
and observation have been transformed into explicit ones. Direct and u-
nique recovery becomes possible by combining the transformed ones and
the recurrence relation. A feed-back recovery process using pure shade
images is implemented as a practical algorithm in order to overcome self-
shadows. Results of simulations and real experiments show the proper-
ness and acceptability of the proposed strategy and the implemented
algorithms.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to propose a fast and reliable way in the shape
recovery of book surface obtained under the fully perspective environment. The
observing environment is composed of two light sources and one camera. We
have assumed the constant albedo of row paper zone, the global variation of
depth along one direction, Lambertian reection characteristics[3], and the fact
that the e�ect of interreections exists only near the folded zone of book.

Two major di�culties should be considered in real situation. One is the ob-
stacles such as non-constant albedos, self-shadows, interreections[8][9], and the
discontinuity of shading in folded zone. Another one is the e�ect of perspective
observation which makes the problem implicit.

There have been researches on the shape recovery of book surface using a
shaded scanner image[10][11][12] under the similar assumptions of ours, and
on the approximated solution of the perspective shape from shading (SFS)
problem[1][6][7]. The main contribution of this paper is on a strategy which
makes it possible to recover the shape without iteration by resolving the im-
plicitness of the perspective SFS problem, and on a way of separating albedo
and shading from the observed shade images which enables it to overcome the
self-shadows and the interreections.

A divide-and-conquer strategy, which divides the complicated SFS problem
into sequential and simple ones as is shown in Fig.1, is proposed as the fun-
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the whole process.

damental idea. The pure albedo and shade images are separated in the �rst
stage. Our strategy divides the recovery problem into two for resolving the im-
plicitness of the concerned equations. Therefore, the shape is recovered using
separated shade images through two sequential steps.

This paper is arranged as follows. Mathematical problem and theoretical so-
lution will be discussed in Sect. 2. Implementation of algorithms will be discussed
in Sect. 3, and the results of simulations and real experiments will be shown in
Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions will be done in Sect. 5.

2 Theoretical solution

2.1 Problem formulation

The orthographic projection of observation has been assumed by most of
conventional SFS algorithms. However, in perspectively observed environments,
both the world and pixel coordinate systems[4][5] should be considered simulta-
neously.

For the purpose of discrimination, (X;Y;Z) and (x; y; z) will be used for the
world and pixel coordinate systems respectively. We will denote the coordinate
of light source as (Xi; Yi; Zi), the height of camera as Zo, and the local slope
along X axis as p. Product of the departed strength of light rays and the albedo
of surface will be denoted as I0�.

Lambertian reectance Li, illuminated by a point light source and observed
by a perspective pinhole camera, is described as

Li = I0�
cos �inc
D2
i

= I0�
��Xip +�Zi

(�2
Xi +�2

Y i +�2
Zi)

3

2

p
1 + p2

; (1)

�Xi � Xi �X; �Y i � Yi � Y; �Zi � Zi � Z;

where a coordinate (X;Y ) which is unknown until the completion of shape re-
covery is represented by the equation of perspective observation

X = x(1� Z

Zo
); Y = y(1� Z

Zo
): (2)
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Fig. 2. Conceptual process of solving the perspective SFS problem.

Although the above equations look like containing �ve unknown parameter-
s (X ,Y ,Z,I0�,p) due to the implicitness of the equations, once a prior value of
Z(X;Y ) becomes available, the values of (X, Y , p) can be calculated consequent-
ly. Therefore, the actual unknown parameters of this problem are only two, Z
and I0�, and the real di�culty lies in determining the depth prior to the slope.

2.2 Theoretical recovery process

The conceptual process of solving the problem is shown in Fig. 2. The key
concept is based on the minimization of unknown parameters by transforming
the implicit problem into the explicit one.

The proposed procedure provides three equations de�ned in the pixel coor-
dinate system (detailed mathematical derivation is described in [2]).
1. Equation of slope

(pD when two shade images are available, and pS when single one is available)

pD =
L1�Z2d

3
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3
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3
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A
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2. Recurrence relation with initial condition

z(x; y) = z(x� 2; y) + 2� p(x� 1; y); � � 1; (4)

z(0; y) � 0; z(1; y) � p(0; y):

3. Equation of ortho-image
�
([X]; [Y ]) denotes integral coordinate

�

x = [X ]
Zo

Zo � z
; y = [Y ]

Zo

Zo � z
; z � z(x; y): (5)

Recovery of shape is done by the proposed process of bold-dotted box of Fig.
2. Initial condition provides the value of z(0; y). This value is used for calculating
the slope of this pixel. The slope is then used for calculating the depth of next
pixel by recurrence relation. The unique and direct solution can be obtained by
performing this loop.
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3 Implementation of algorithms

3.1 Separation of a set of albedo and shade images

The production of pure shade images is necessary for the reliable shape
recovery of the self-shadow zone because of the requirement of constant albedo.
Since row paper zone has constant albedo, a pure albedo �(x; y) can be separated
by dividing the sum of two observed images, I1 and I2, into the column-wise mean
value, and hence a pure shade Li(x; y) can be separated consequently.

�(x; y) =
I1(x; y) + I2(x; y)

[I1(x) + I2(x)]paper
; Li(x; y) =

Ii(x; y)

�(x; y)
; i = 1; 2: (6)

The process is shown in Fig. 3. The extraction of paper zone is done through the
local statistical analysis and the histogram analysis.

3.2 Reduction of the e�ect of interreections

The e�ect of interreections appeared mainly on the folded zone of book[12]
is hard to remove due to the complexity of situation. A phenomenological model,
which can be directly obtained from a shade image, is proposed for reducing the
e�ect. In Fig.4, the dotted curve represents the column-wise mean brightness of
a separated pure shade image. It can be easily acknowledged that the brightness
peak of folded zone (bold line) has been inuenced by this e�ect.

The global model LGi (x) is obtained by following the bold curve. The local
e�ect LLi (x; y), which is given by

LLi (x; y) � a(x; y)LGi (x) + b(x; y); (7)

is estimated by minimizing the �tting error of both sides of this equation, and
is removed from each pure shade image.

One of the original shade images and a separated pure shade image are shown
in Fig. 5. Although this preprocessing is based on a simple idea, we believe that
the reliable and acceptable results can be obtained.



(a) Original shade image. (b) Separated pure shade image.

Fig. 5. Original shade image and separated one.�
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Fig. 6. Feed-back process proposed for shape recovery.

3.3 Shape Recovery

A feed-back process of Fig. 6 is implemented by enhancing the proposed
theoretical process of Fig. 2 in order to overcome the self-shadows and the dis-
continuity of shading.

Initial shape is estimated using pure shade images by applying eq. (3) on
the assumption of non-shadow everywhere. Using this shape, a zone over the
line of incident light ray pLi is determined as a shadowless zone on the following
condition

jpDj � jpLi j+ �thres; pLi �
p
�2Xi + �2Y i
�Zi

; �thres > 0: (8)

Within the shadowless zone, the pure shade image is �tted with the theo-
retical reectance calculated using the recovered shape. In the next process, the
same process as initial estimation is done on the shadowless zone. However pSi of



eq. (3) is calculated using only one shadowless image when another image is self-
shadowed. Combining the shape of both zones, shadowed and non-shadowed, the
whole shape is obtained, and hence this recovered one is used for the re�nement
on the next iteration. On the folded zone of book, where no direct light reaches,
the extrapolation of shape from the already recovered zone is done.

This feed-back process is repeated until the iteration error of shape recov-
ery becomes acceptably small. In real images, this feed-back process becomes
converged within few steps with respect to the acceptable iteration error.

Finally, eq. (5) is applied for generating the ortho-image by rectifying the
deformations caused by the perspective observation.

Table 1. Results of simulations.
(Zo = 4000 pixels, (Xi; Yi; Zi) =

(�9000; 0; 3000) pixels. )

4
3
2
1

Case

Yes Yes Yes Yes 12.7
NoYes Yes Yes 41.7
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No No No No 79.6
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Fig. 7. Simulated results of shape re-
covery.

4 Simulations and experiments

Simulated shade images have been generated on the following conditions.
- Size : 512 � 512 with 45 pixels of maximum depth
- Rate of interreections : 1.0 %
- Perspective shading and observation, self-shadows, and interreections
The results of simulations are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 7. While Yes means

imposing the true condition, No means ignoring the condition during the recov-
ery. The proposed approach (case 4) has provided smaller error than the con-
ventional approaches which usually ignore perspective e�ects and self-shadows.
It is analyzed that the error of case 4 has been caused by the extrapolation error
and the deformation of observed shape during the perspective observation.

The ortho-image of albedo and an image of three dimensional perspective
view as �nal results are shown in Fig. 8. Comparing with Fig. 5(a), the reliability
of albedo separation and that of shape recovery can be acknowledged. Figure 9
shows another result of shape recovery. Although, in this case, the removal of
interreection had been insu�cient owing to multiple peaks near folded zone,
acceptable results have been obtained.

5 Conclusions

A strategy and algorithms in shape recovery of book surface from shading
under the fully perspective environment is proposed. Following new concepts or
approaches in solving the perspective SFS problem have been discussed.



(a) Ortho-image of albedo

(b) Three dimensional perspective
view of the recovered book.

Fig. 8. Final results of the recovery.

- Transform of implicit SFS problem into explicit one
- Separation of the pure albedo and shade images
- Phenomenological model of interreections
- Feed-back shape recovery overcoming self-shadows
Further researches shall be required about developing more reliable preproc-

essing algorithms and about �nding another invariant or constraint for the ap-
plication of the shape recovery of general object.

The approach proposed in this paper might be applicable to similar indus-
trial applications because of e�ciency in time and reliability of algorithm. For
example, this technique is expected to be useful in producing the attened image
of rare books where the restriction of non-contact observation is highly required.
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